Suitable for cosmetic fitting
and visual acuity enhancement
ACCESS PROSTHETIC: A soft prosthetic lens.
Superb lens quality established through the last twenty years of experience in ocular prosthetics.
EYEART Laboratories is the only company that can guarantee a close cooperation to solve prosthetic lens issues,
as fit and colour matching

Available Parameters:
Indications:

Partial or total leucoma
Iris coloboma or aniridia
Leukocoria (white pupil)
Heterochromia
Zavalia

DISINFECTION IS ONLY
PERFORMED WITH HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE SYSTEMS.

Base curves:
Diameters:
Sphere:
Cylinder:
Iris Diameters:
Pupil Diameters
Colour:
Eye colour masking:
Colour matching:

7.80 - 9.60 in 0.10 mm (usual 8.60)
13.0mm -15.50 in 0.50 mm (usual 14.50)
-25.00 to +20.00 D
-0.50 up to –7.00 D in 0.25 D
11.0 – 13.50 in 0.50 mm
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 mm CLEAR or BLACK
According to digital photo
Multilayer opaque with dark posterior surface
Digital photography with CALIBRATION RULER

Colour matching guarantee EYEART Laboratories can alter colour haze or brightness
in cases there are aesthetic differences, to a finished lens. Lens colour alteration is an extra service FREE OF CHARGE

PRODUCT SELECTION ACCORDING TO EYE CONDITION
COSMETIC:
FUNCTIONAL:

In cases where there is no functional vision
In cases where the lens is required for cosmetic purposes and can at the same time
improve visual acuity.
PROSTHETIC CONTACT LENS TYPE SELECTION
In certain cases the soft lenses are not effective because the ideal solution for the user would
be a scleral lens. The particularities that define the lens type should be clear to the fitter
and the user.

SOFT CONTACT LENS
INDICATIONS:

SCLERAL CONTACT LENS
INDICATIONS:

Corneal position (When its position is symmetrical to the fellow eye, thus there is no strabismus
present). The cases of a strabismus can be handled with a lens with a displaced iris position
according to each case (maximum displacement 1.50 mm).
Eyeball volume (When there is absence of phthisis)
Refraction (When with any refraction, and in certain cases with the use of pinhole correction, the
visual acuity of the eye is improved).
Eyeball volume (When there is considerable phthisis present)
Vision (When there is no functional vision)
Lens handling (When the handling of the soft lens will result in frequent lens damage)
Appropriate product for these cases is the EPSILON prosthetic contact lens
(see the relative product page)

Suitable for cosmetic fitting
and visual acuity enhancement
Explaining the potential of prosthetic restoration:
A prosthetic and/or functional restoration is rarely successful unless the user's needs, targets, subjective satisfaction and the
potentialof each solution are thoroughly discussed.
Important points that should be analyzed:
The colour in soft prosthetic lenses is on the surface. This fact brings about some differences concerning the final cosmetic
result. The natural iris is a three dimensional folded tissue. This effect is magnified by the cornea-aqueous system, which act as
a magnifying lens. Therefore, even in a case of a perfect color matching, there are some differences.
All soft prosthetic lenses manufactured by EYEART are made to order. This means that the color matching is performed in
multiple layers and is absolutely customized. This is the reason why it is extremely difficult to manufacture two absolutely
identical lenses.
The Access lens replacement depends on the use and the tear film characteristics. The usual replacement is between
12 and 18 months.

Read the Access fitting manual carefully before the fitting, to achieve maximum outcome.
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ACCESS PROSTHETIC BASIC FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Measure the eye's corneal curvatures. In the cases which it is not feasible, try a lens from the SMART FITTING SET,
or a conventional replacement lens

2.

Note the main problem that requires rehabilitation: cosmetics, photophobia, double-vision, diminished visual acuity due to
iris, coloboma, etc

3.

Note the medical anamnesis of the eye. (In certain cases a good fitting requires a customized design of the lens)

4.

Measure the iris diameter of the healthy eye with a ruler.

5.

Measure the photopic and mesopic pupil of the healthy eye.

6.

Discuss if the patient mainly moves in areas with intense lighting or not, in order to decide upon the size of the pupil of the
ACCESS lens.

7.

Use any digital camera and photograph both eyes together from a 35-50cm distance using flash, using the appropriate
CALIBRATION RULER provided by EYEART Laboratories

8.

The photo shoot of the eye should be taken with flash, given that the iris is clearly shown and not affected
by the eyelids' shadow.

10. Email the photographs and the rest of the information.

Access common order example
Access
- BC 8.60
- Power 0.00
- Diameter 14.50 mm
- Iris 12.0 mm
- Pupil 4.00 mm CLEAR

